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Introduction  

Handbags are more than an accessory, jewellery or clothes. They are a girl’s 

best friend! (Some said these are diamonds, but these women never had the 

right handbag ;-) ) 

 

You will change your clothes each day, you will change them also according 

to seasons and weather, but a handbag will last. Our outfits reflect ourselves, 

our image and who we are and the handbag is a highlight of it. The handbag 

you chose will reflect your image and impact how you are perceived.  

Important in the everyday life but even more in the business context: chose 

the right bag! Chose a bag which carries your laptop, documents and work 

tools but which carries as well your dreams! Be ambitious and show it via your 

bag.  

For too long business women did carry masculine, dark and heavy business 

bags which have been designed for men. Women often carry handbag plus 

laptop bag while the masculine colleagues have only one perfectly adapted 

bag. Bag Affair brings change. The laptop bags are designed by business 

women for business women: practical, feminine and ethical.  

Because the look and utility is important but the choice of material as well. 

The material and the way how to produce impacts strongly the quality but 

also the sustainability of a product. You need to take this into account if you 

want to choose the perfect bag which you can use for many years.  

Last but not least to assure the perfect choice take your morphology into 

account. Know what shape you are, what to highlight and what to wear. 

Learn about different bag types and which to choose best for you!  

With this e-book you have the greatest guide to find your perfect handbag 

and even more important business bag. You are a business woman and you 

need a bag to carry your ambitions and dreams!  
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Material guide 

When it comes to handbags you have the choice of thousands of bags and nearly 

as many materials. Materials are important to take into account when choosing a 

handbag or your next business bag. They are not only assuring quality and how long 

the bag will last but are also an indicator of sustainably. Different materials use 

different kind and quantities of resources. You should know the basic 4 types of 

materials which are used to make bags. Take this into account when choosing your 

next bag.  

Of course there are possibly more materials. But most of the times you find mixes and 

you can still refer to these 4.  

 

Leather 

Vegetable or chrome tanned leather is the the most used material for 

handbags. Made of tanned animal skin of most of the times from cattle 

this material is resistant and lasting.  

But did you know that leather participates in deforestation? It is no 

longer a by-product from the meat industry, but the demand is so high, that cattle is 

raised only for this industry. Deforestation made in Brazil for example since 1988 is 

caused at 80% to cattle industry.  

Further leather needs to be tanned either with chrome or vegetable tanning. 90% 

today are still chrome tanned which uses around 40-45 litres per 1kg of leather. Often 

done in India or other countries not much controlling pollution and reinjected into 

rivers without filtering.  

PU- Mix 

Many new brands manufacture now with so called “PU”. 

Or with a mix of PU and fruits like apples for example. This 

material is called vegan leather, fruit leather, apple leather 

and so on. And yes it is vegan. But it is not leather.  

PU means Polyurethane. Still sounds not familiar? This is a foamed structured 

plastic. Made from raw oil PU compared to PVC for example can get a three-

dimensional structure or can also be used as coating or to smooth things. The 

classical yellow kitchen sponge is made of PU for example. This material is not 

biodegradable and any mix with it is neither. It can last some years but often 

shows fast some wear and tear at corners and folds.  
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PVC 

PVC is a term you might know, as well as you know that it is plastic, 

made from raw oil as well. But what is often forgotten is that the so 

called “vegan leather” or “fake leather” is actually nothing else. This 

means plastic- just not said out loud. 

The problem of plastic is that there is no way to biodegrade it, it will last for 

hundreds of years on our planet. Though a handbag made of it won’t last so 

long, as it easily breaks with usage. These handbags are not better than 

plastic bags.  

Cork 

Cork is what we use with Bag Affair- for some easy reasons. Cork 

is natural and a raw material which regrows easily. Made of the 

bark of cork oak trees, cork absorbs a lot of CO2 and helps a 

unique ecosystem to grow.  

The textile made of it is soft, though resistant. Cork is very light and waterproof. 

Soft at touch this vegan material perfectly works for handbags. 

Please note: We cannot talk for all brands out there. There are manufacturers 

mixing cork with PU or PVC- these mixes of course are polluting and not 

sustainable.  

But if worked as we do, the material is biodegradable and still as resistant as 

leather.  

 

So to sum up, leather and cork clearly show the longest lasting over time. PU 

and PVC are plastic and made of raw oil, which is never sustainable. Leather 

is using a lot of water and pollutes as lot. On you to make your choice!  

 Leather PU-Mix PVC Cork 

Vegan no yes yes Yes 

Biodegradable/ 

Compostable 

no no no Yes 

Long lasting yes no No yes 

Made from animals Raw oil Raw oil Oak bark 
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Bag Types 

As you know now the materials, the question is what bag to make out of them. There 

are endless brands and designers, but there are general rules. To group bags 

together best is to go by general shapes. This is helpful to design a handbag but as 

well for you when it comes to choosing your next handbag or work bag.  

To divide in categories we go by the way of carrying the bags. Note that there are 

great bags out there which offer removable straps or adjustable ones, which makes 

it possible to carry the bags in several positions.   

 

In the hand 

Clutch 

Small and compact, the clutch shape is made to carry in the hand for your 

essentials. Often worn for evening outfits and special occasions, the clutch is perfect 

as well to store your cosmetics or personal items in a bigger bag.  

Wristlet bag 

Similar to a clutch the wristlet bag is small and slim. With the wrist strap the bag can 

be worn around the joint of your hand. The positive aspect is a more flexible way to 

carry and to assure also the bag gets neither lost, nor stolen.  

Envelope bag 

As the name says the envelope bag has the square shape and the V opening as an 

envelope. This bag exists in many sizes and with or without shoulder strap. Often 

though carried in the hand. The envelope bag is perfect as laptop case or 

document holder.  
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Over one shoulder 

Crossbody 

Worn across the upper part of the body, the crossbody lies comfortably on the hips. 

Often smaller sized, the shape exists also in sizes to store tablet or even documents. 

The straps are long but often adjustable.  

Tote bag 

The tote shape is the classical all-rounder in which a lot fits in. This shape is known 

from the classical cotton shopping bag but also used to design bags with space to 

organize many items inside. The tote bag has a square shape.  

Messenger bag 

A one-strapped bag which can be carried on one shoulder or crossbody is the 

messenger bag. Bigger than Crossbody bags this shape is designed to carry 

documents. Originally made for professional use to transport and deliver documents, 

this shape is reinterpreted nowadays to more modern looks.  

Over both shoulders 

Backpack 

A classical shape used from designs for kids to go to school until fashionable items. 

The backpack is a must-have and classical shape. The bag is designed to be carried 

over both shoulders comfortably. From sporty styles to high-end fashion you can find 

all types of bags in his category.  

 

Chose according to morphology 

Handbags are completing your outfits and add the special touch to it. But did 

you ever think about matching them to your morphology? Maybe you have 

done this unconsciously so far but let’s have a deeper look what this really 

means.  

First of all, did you ever define your morphology? What shape are you? What 

fits you best, what part of your body to highlight?   

Define your morphology 

For sure you already heard about body shapes, about being an apple or an X 

shape. To unite under one concept we use here the French concept of 

naming the shapes after letters and the number 8.  

If you already know your morphology, verify here. If you want to see what 

shape you are follow the questions and find out now:  
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So what is your morphology? You found the answer? Great, but let’s have a 

look more in detail what this means.  
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The 6 different morphology shapes 

Now that you know your body shape check here what this means for your clothes, 

what to choose and what better to avoid.  

The 8 shape : the feminine silhouette par excellence 

Women in the 8 shape have nicely round shoulders which 

are perfectly aligned with the hips. The body shows harmony 

while the waist is well marked. The woman with this shape 

can basically wear whatever she wants.  

Perfect outfits are fluid tissues which nicely show the shape. 

For tops and dresses “cache-coeur” tops with crossing 

fabrics are perfect. When choosing a coat or jacket keep in 

mind to have a feminine cut which is fitted to avoid them 

being too wide.  

Better to avoid though are skirts with a lot of folds which add 

volume to the hips. Oversized is not highlighting the body 

and less advantageous. Big pockets on pants should not be 

chosen neither, as they add visually volume on the hips.  

 

The X shape : the model body 

Less volume in the body compared to the 

8 show women of X shape. But it is a shape which is very 

close to the “ideal” women’s body. Women with an X 

shape are most times slim and have not much bosom. The 

shoulders are aligned with the hips.  

This shape can wear anything. Tops with deep cut can 

nicely highlight the décolleté and add some sensuality 

without being vulgar. Jackets and coats need to be well 

fitted or highlighted around the waist with a belt. Straight 

cut skirts or pencil skirts work well for X shaped women.  

Too large tops like oversized pullovers should be avoided. 

Same for tops with a turtleneck as they will make look the 

bosom flat.  
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The A shape: symbol for fertility 

The morphology of these women is similar to a pyramid 

shape. Smaller around the shoulder than the hips, easily 

possible to recognize by pants size bigger than top sizes.  

To pilot the vision towards the top of body V-neck tops 

with open shoulders work well (if not too much bosom). 

Same rule for colourful tops or prints which work well for 

women of A shape. Jackets or blazers with shoulder pads 

can put some equality in the measures visually and 

should be preferred.  

To absolutely avoid are pants or skirts with horizontal prints 

or stripes. These will make the bottom wider. Tops which 

are too short and stop over the widest point of the hips 

will highlight this section and should not be chosen. Too 

wide tops are not a great choice neither as they will 

make the full body look wider.  

 

The V shape: sportive and feminine 

The V shaped women often show muscles. The wider 

shoulders than hips are most of times a result of training. If 

you have this shape pay attention to add the feminine 

touch to every look with colours, accessories and details. 

To value the silhouette wear wide or low waist pants to 

add visually volume to the lower body part. Choose fluid 

textiles and dresses. Fitted jackets can help to highlight 

the waistline.  

Avoid jackets and suits with shoulder pads, these will add 

volume to the shoulders. Horizontal striped shirts or wide 

cut necklines have the same negative effect. Do not 

chose jackets with highlights on the shoulders or wide V 

openings like trench coats which will highlight your 

shoulders.  
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The H shape : the charming rangy 

Women in H shape often are tall with shoulders and hips 

aligned. The waistline is not significantly showing.  

Highlight your body with nice cleavages if your bosom is 

not too significant. Straight cut pants and skirts are perfect 

for this shape. Tops which are knitted can add a nice 

effect. Jackets and blazers which are slightly fitted or 

worn open are great for H shape ladies.  

But too strongly fitted around the waist or crossed opened 

tops, so called “cache coeur” are not for women with this 

shape. Wide skirts or dresses are not made for your 

morphology neither as these are will add volume to the 

body.  

 

 

 

The O shape: the soft curves 

Don’t complain about your curves being an O shape as 

this is a shape which is easy to highlight and put upfront. Be 

confident and follow basic rules like black and dark colours 

can hide some round parts as well as complete mono-

coloured looks like complete white.  

Highlight your décolleté and wear big necklaces and 

accessories to highlight the top of the body. Straight cut 

skirts work very well as well as fluid pants. Dresses which are 

light fluid are perfect for O shaped women.  

Avoid shiny tissues which are close to the body or prints 

which will make you look wider. Short skirts will highlight your 

waist and hips, don’t go for them. Low waist pants will as 

well highlight the hips as well as short jackets, all these 

better to avoid.  
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Handbags for your morphology 

So as now you know your morphology, let’s connect to the handbag. In terms 

of outfits you have an idea, but when choosing a handbag you should also 

watch out. Huge bags might look oversized for a slim X shape and a tiny 

clutch might be overlooked with women of an O shape. A very common 

mistake when buying a handbag is to focus on colours and designs rather 

than shapes and morphology.  

Always chose a handbag shape which contrasts your body shape. Means if 

you are an O shape rather chose a square shaped handbag and when an H 

shape better get some smooth round lines. Choose a bag similar with the size 

of your body. Bigger handbags for women tending towards an O shape and 

smaller handbags for 8 shaped ladies.  

Keep in mind that where the bottom of the bag is, your body will be 

highlighted. So try to have a bag to wear and highlight the flattering part of 

your body.  

Comfort: Often forgotten but: really try a bag before buying. Assure that the 

straps are wide enough and comfortable for you to carry. Especially when 

speaking about a business bag you will carry heavily. It is important to avoid 

back pain when carrying your handbag.  
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8 - shape  

Same rule as for clothes: you can wear nearly all bag types. No matter which 

style and shape from messenger bag over backpack to clutch, all works well.  

Mini-sized bags though should better be avoided as they will make you even 

taller an thinner which is not always looking balanced.  

X – shape 

Your waist needs to be highlighted. Best to do with a big with not too long 

straps. But your body shape is close to an 8 and you will see that most bags 

easily fit.  

A – shape 

Never go for tiny and small bags as these will drive more attention to the hips. 

Better to choose bags to wear under your shoulder to drive the attention to 

the top of the body. Better a tote-bag than a crossbody.  

V – shape 

Go against your shoulder shapes and chose round bags or bags in soft lines. 

Backpacks with some details can work well. But as well bags with longer 

straps to put the focus on the lower body part work well. A crossbody bag or 

a shoulder bag sitting on the hips is perfect.  

H – shape 

You need to highlight your waist. Bags with too long straps which are lying on 

your hips are a no-go. Choose shoulder bags or strap length to carry the bags 

at your waistline.  

O - shape 

Drive the attention to the upper body part instead of your hips. Busts and 

curves on the top, do not chose a crossbody. Either use a different shape or a 

bag on which you can adapt the strap to carry it on the shoulder instead.  

Chose a bag to wear over the shoulder but not crossed over the bosom. 

Bigger sized bags work perfectly in all shapes of bags. Shoulder bags even in 

bright colours work perfectly. 
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What makes a handbag a business bag 

Using your bag for work means a daily usage. It means as well to carry laptop 

and documents and heavy weight with you. The bag needs to have a certain 

standard in terms of quality to last. [Check the above material section if you 

did not before] 

Further you need a handbag which still looks well according to your 

morphology and which is comfortable to wear even with some weight in it.  

 

Use this little questionnaire to fill in and assure that you will focus on all aspects 

which are important for your new business bag.  
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Questionnaire for your new business bag 

Fill in these questions to have yours needs focussed when selecting a new bag for work. Do 

not just choose by colour or shape. Keep in mind what you really need and don’t 

compromise. For example if your laptop is 17 inch, find a bag matching instead of 

compromising on size. Your business bag is a tool in which all you need should fit. Your 

business bag is part of your style and look.  

There might be questions which are more or less important to you- if you do not mind which 

material to buy, simply make a little note for yourself and focus on other criteria.  

Find a business bag to carry your dreams!  

1. Do you carry a laptop with you to work?  

□  Yes  □  No 

And what is the size of your laptop?  

□  13 inch  □  15 inch □  17 inch  

2. Do you want to carry documents with you? 

□  Yes  □  No 

3. Do you carry a tablet with you? 

□  Yes  □  No 

4. What material you want the bag to be? 

□ Leather  □  PU  □  PVC  □  Cork 

5. How do you want to carry the bag? 

□  In the hand  □  over the shoulder  □  on both shoulders 

6. What is your morphology? 

□ 8 □  X  □  A □  V □  H □  O   

7. What bag shape would you prefer?  

□  Crossbody  □  Tote-bag  □  round shaped   

□  Envelope  □  square  

8. Colours of your business outfits 

What are the colours of the business outfits you wear most? What are the dominant 

colours? Maybe black, red or white? Check your wardrobe and note them down 

here.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

9. Colours which match your business outfits 

According to the business outfits colours, match the bag to them. You will carry your 

business bag for some years, so choose a colour that matches most looks.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

10. What are further criteria for you?  

Make a full list here:  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Thanks a lot for reading ! 

 

We hope you found some helpful information and figured out what bag type 

you are. And if you appreciated this guide, feel free to tell us. Tell your friends, 

family and colleagues about Bag Affair. And FOLLOW US 

@bagaffair_france 

@BagAffairBusinessBags  

@bag-affair 
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